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Good Morning
 
Please find attached our Further Submission noting that it is version(2) of our original Further Submission.
 
Amended submission points in version (2) have been highlighted in green.
 
Kind Regards

Tony Michelle
Executive Officer
New Zealand Agricultural Aviation Association

mbl: 0274 325 085 
Email: eonzaaa@aviationnz.co.nz
Website: https://www.aviationnz.co.nz/Divisions/NZAAA.html
Join our Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/nzagav/
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Timaru District Council 
2 King George Place 


Timaru 7910 
Phone: 03 687 7200 


Further Submission Form 
Clause 8 of Schedule 1, Resource Management Act 1991 


Further submissions close on Monday 18 March 2024 at 5pm 


To: Timaru District Council 


This is a further submission in support of, or in opposition to, a submission on the Proposed Timaru District 
Plan. 


1. Further Submitter Details
Full name of person making further submission: 


Organisation name and contact (if representing a 
group or organisation): 
Email: 
Telephone: 
Postal address (or alternative method of service under section 352 of the Act): 


Contact person: [name and designation, if applicable]: 


2. Eligibility to make a further submission
Only certain persons can make a further submission. Please select the option that applies. I am: 


☐ a person representing a relevant aspect of the public interest;


☐ a person who has an interest in the proposal that is greater than the interest the general public has;


☐ the local authority for the relevant area.


Please explain why you come within the category selected above: 
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3. Hearing options 


I wish to be heard in support of my further submission? ☐ Yes ☐ No 


If others make a similar further submission, I will consider presenting a joint case with them at a hearing. 


☐ Yes ☐ No 


 


4. Checklist for further submissions being made 
☐ I have filled in the table in Section 6 on the next page with details of my further submission 


☐ I have added________ Further pages/sheets that form part of my further submission. 
☐ I understand that I am responsible for serving a copy of my further submission on the original 


submitter(s) within 5 working days after it is served on Council  


 
5. Signature of further submitter  
Signature of further submitter (or person authorised to sign on their behalf)  


PLEASE NOTE - A signature is not required if you submit this form electronically. By entering your name and 
the date in the box above you are giving your authority for this application to proceed. 
 
 
 


Signature:   Date:  
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6. Detail of Further Submission


Name of person making further submission: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Please add additional pages if there isn’t sufficient space to complete your further submission.  


This further submission is in 
relation to the original 
submission of: 
Enter the name of the 
original submitter as per the 
SoDR. 
E.g. Timaru District Council


This further 
submission is in 
relation to the 
original 
submission 
Number: 
E.g. 42.45


The particular part(s) of the original 
submission I/we support /oppose are: 


My/our position 
on the original 
submission is: 
Support or 
oppose 


The reasons for my/our support/ opposition to 
the original submission are: 


Allow or disallow the 
original submission (in 
full or in part) 


Give precise details (which can include tracked changes) of the 
decision you want the Council to make in relation to the original 
submission point 







   Resource Management Act 1991 Form 6 – Further Submission Form 
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This further submission is in 
relation to the original 
submission of: 
Enter the name of the 
original submitter as per the 
SoDR. 
E.g. Timaru District Council 


This further 
submission is in 
relation to the 
original 
submission 
Number: 
E.g. 42.45 


The particular part(s) of the original 
submission I/we support /oppose are: 


My/our position 
on the original 
submission is: 
Support or 
oppose 


The reasons for my/our support/ opposition to 
the original submission are: 


Allow or disallow the 
original submission (in 
full or in part) 


Give precise details (which can include tracked changes) of the 
decision you want the Council to make in relation to the original 
submission point 
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7. Note to person making further submission: 
 


Serve of further submission 
 


A copy of your further submission must be served on the original submitter within 5 working days after it is 
served on the Timaru District Council, you can find contact details for the original submitters within the 
Submitter Index at www.timaru.govt.nz/pdpfs. 
 
Strike out of submission 


Please note that your submission (or part of your submission) may be struck out if the authority is satisfied 
that at least 1 of the following applies to the submission (or part of the submission): 


• It is frivolous or vexatious; 
• It discloses no reasonable or relevant case; 
• It would be an abuse of the hearing process to allow the submission (or the part) to be taken 


further; 
• It contains offensive language; 
• It is supported only by material that purports to be independent expert evidence, but has been 


prepared by a person who is not independent or who does not have sufficient specialised 
knowledge or skill to give expert advice on the matter. 
 


Completion of Further Submission 


The above form is in the format and information required by Form 6 of the Resource Management (Forms, 
Fees and Procedure) Regulations 2003. Please make sure all information required in the from are provided 
to complete the further submission.  


 
Returning this form 


You can: 


• Email it to: pdp@timdc.govt.nz - Subject line: Further Submission + name of further submitter 
• Post it to: Timaru District Council, PO Box 522, Timaru, 7940 – Address to: District Plan Review Team 
• Deliver it to a Council Service Centre in Timaru, Temuka or Geraldine.  


 
Further submissions close on 18 March 2024 at 5pm.  


 


Privacy Act 2020 


Please note information on this form and the content of your submission will be made publicly available as 
part of the decision-making process. 



http://www.timaru.govt.nz/pdpfs

mailto:pdp@timdc.govt.nz
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Further Submission

		Additional template for muiltiple further submission points



		Tony Michelle (NZ Agricultural Aviation Association)

		This further submission is in relation to the original submission of:
Enter the name of the original submitter as per the SoDR. 
E.g. Timaru District Council		This further submission is in relation to the original submission Number: 
enter the unique submission umber as per the SoDR. 
E.g. 42.45		The particular parts of the original submission I/we support /oppose are:		My/our position on the original submission is: 
Support or oppose		The reasons for my/our support/ opposition to the original submission are:		Allow or disallow the original submission (in full or in part)		Give precise details (which can include tracked changes) of the decision you want the Council to make in relation to the original submission point

		Ballance AgriNutrients Limited		86.1		Amend GRU-O2 Character and qualities of the General Rural Zone as follows: […]  ADD: 1. a working environment of mostly utilitarian buildings and structures where primary production and associated activities generates noise, odour, light overspill and traffic, often on a cyclic and seasonable basis; 		Support in part		The description of the rural zone is important to ensure that it adequately describes that it can be a noisy environment. Noise in the rural zone is from primary production and associated activities. Sensitive activities locating in a rural zone should not be anticipating a higher level of amenity in a working rural production environment. 		Allow		Retain the objective and amend as sought, and, recoginse sensitive activities locating in a rural zone should not be anticipating a higher level of amenity in a working rural production environment. 

		Penny Nelson, DirectorGeneral of Conservation Tumuaki Ahurei		166.6		Delete the definition of Department of Conservation Activity and replace with the new definition as follows:                                                                                                                                                                                                    Conservation Activity Means the use of land for any activity undertaken for the purposes of management, maintenance and enhancement of ecological values for indigenous vegetation and fauna and their habitats. Examples of component activities of conservation are: • Restoration planting • Pest and weed control • Track construction and maintenance • Fencing.		support		NZAAA agrees that there should be a wider definition for ‘conservation activity’		Allow		Delete the notified definition and add the new definition as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.11		Amend the definition of Hazardous Facility as follows:
3. Delete: "land based" and "which are not located in a drinking water" 8. Delete: "on site"

		Support		The definition of hazardous facility is relevant to HS-R1.

The mixing and application of hazardous substances for pest control should not be limited to ‘the site’ as defined in the plan. Mixing may occur at a mixing point but application is on land other than ‘the site’.

Land based primary production is not defined in the Plan but ‘primary production’ is. Clause 3 should refer to ‘primary production’.

Also ‘which are not located in a drinking water’
Agrichemicals should be stored in accordance with NZS8409:2021 to ensure that they are safely stored.		Allow		Allow the deletions as sought

		Horticulture New Zealand		245.9		Amend the definition of Hazardous Facility as follows: 
3. Delete: "land based" and "which are not located in a drinking water" 8. Delete: "on site"
Add:
9. agrichemicals used, stored, and disposed of in accordance with NZS8409:2021 Management of Agrichemicals. 		Support		The definition of hazardous facility is relevant to HS-R1.

The mixing and application of hazardous substances for pest control should not be limited to ‘the site’ as defined in the plan. Mixing may occur at a mixing point but application is on land other than ‘the site’.

Land based primary production is not defined in the Plan but ‘primary production’ is. Clause 3 should refer to ‘primary production’.

Also ‘which are not located in a drinking water’
Agrichemicals should be stored in accordance with NZS8409:2021 to ensure that they are safely stored.		Allow		Allow the deletions as sought. Allow the addition as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.1		Retain the definition as notified.		Support		Support the definition of improved pasture as defined in the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020 (NPSFM 2020)		Allow		Retain the definition as sought

		Penny Nelson, DirectorGeneral of Conservation Tumuaki Ahurei		166.7		Retain as notified.		Support		The definition is consistent with the draft NPSIB.		Allow		Retain the definition as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.2		Add a definition of Agricultural Aviation Activities to the PDP, as follows: means the intermittent operation of an aircraft from a rural airstrip or helicopter landing area for primary production activities, and; conservation activities for biosecurity, or biodiversity purposes; including stock management, and the application of fertiliser, agrichemicals, or vertebrate toxic agents (VTA’s). For clarity, aircraft includes fixed-wing aeroplanes, helicopters, and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV’s).		Support		Provides clarity to avoid future confusion with general aviation activities		Allow		Adopt the definition as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.3		Add a definition of Aircraft (as defined by the RMA) to the PDP, as follows: means any machine that can derive support in the atmosphere from the reactions of the air otherwise than by the reactions of the air against the surface of the earth.		Support		Including the definition of aircraft as defined by the RMA to future proofs the Plan as technology develops		Allow		Adopt the definition as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.4		Add a definition of Conservation activity to the PDP, as follows: means the use of land or buildings for any activity undertaken for the purposes of protecting and/or enhancing the natural, historic and/or ecological values of a natural or historic resource. It includes ancillary activities which assist to enhance the public’s appreciation and recreational enjoyment of the resource, including weed and pest control and the intermittent use of aircraft for conservation purposes.		Support		A definition of Conservation activity which reflects a broader range of conservation activities than the definition of “DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION ACTIVITY” is more appropriate.		Allow		Adopt the definition as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.6		Add a definition of Helicopter Landing Area to the PDP, as follows: means any area of land, building, or structure intended or designed to be used, whether wholly or partly, for helicopter movement or servicing.		Support		Provides clarity to avoid confusion 		Allow		Adopt the definition as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.7		Add a definition of Rural airstrip to the PDP, as follows: means any defined area of land intended or designed to be used, whether wholly or partly, for the landing, departure, movement, or servicing of aircraft in the rural area		Support		Provides clarity to avoid confusion with other general aviation activities		Allow		Adopt the definition as sought

		Ballance AgriNutrients Limited		86.1		Add a new definition: Agricultural aviation activities: means the intermittent operation of an aircraft from a rural airstrip or helicopter landing area for primary production activities, and; conservation activities for biosecurity, or biodiversity purposes; including stock management, and the application of fertiliser, agrichemicals, or vertebrate toxic agents (VTA’s). For clarity, aircraft includes fixed-wing aeroplanes, helicopters, and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV’s).		Support		Provides clarity to avoid future confusion with general aviation activities		Allow		Adopt the definition as sought

		Ballance AgriNutrients Limited		86.2		Add a new definition: Day [in relation to agricultural aviation]: A “Day” as it relates to agricultural aircraft activities; means 10.5 hours aircraft hours conducted between the beginning of morning civil twilight (MCT) and the end of evening civil twilight (ECT). NOTE. A day is defined in the Civil Aviation rules as: the hours between— (1) the beginning of morning civil twilight, which is when the centre of the rising sun’s disc is 6 degrees below the horizon; and (2) the end of evening civil twilight, which is when the centre of the setting sun’s disc is 6 degrees below the horizon.		Support		The definition of a DAY as it relates to agricultural aviation activities is appropriate to be added to the definitions to support the proposed alternative wording in GRUZ-R14 and NZAAA’s proposed rule for NOSZ.		Allow		Adopt the definition as sought

		Ballance AgriNutrients Limited		86.3		Add a new definition: Rural airstrip: Rural airstrip; means any defined area of land intended or designed to be used, whether wholly or partly, for the landing, departure, movement, or servicing of aircraft in the rural area.		Support		Provides clarity to avoid confusion with other general aviation activities		Allow		Adopt the definition as sought

		Horticulture New Zealand		245.34		Add a new definition to the PDP as follows: Rural airstrip: means any defined area of land intended or designed to be used, whether wholly or partly, for the landing, departure, movement, or servicing of aircraft in the rural area.		Support		Provides clarity to avoid confusion with other general aviation activities		Allow		Adopt the definition as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.8		Retain the definition of Primary production as notified.		Support		Consistent with the NPS definition		Allow		Retain the definition as sought

		Horticulture New Zealand		245.19		Retain the definition of Primary production as notified.		Support		Consistent with the NPS definition		Allow		Retain the definition as sought

		Federated Farmers		182.29		Retain the SD-O2 as notified		support		NZAAA supports strategies that recognise, protect and enhance indigenous vegetation and native flora and fauna 		Allow		Retain the objective as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.12		    Amend SD-O9 Rural Areas as follows: DELETE "primarily" REPLACE with "primary". Delete "ii. managing the adverse effects of intensive activities on sensitive activities; " Delete: "iii. managing the adverse effects of new sensitive activities on primary production;" Add: "ensuring that sensitive activities do not adversely affect primary production, including reverse sensitivity effects;"		support		NZAAA supports strategies that enable primary production, protect versatile soils, and manage reverse sensitivities.

However clause ii) refers to ‘intensive activities’ which isn’t defined so it is unclear what it refers to. The focus should be on ensuring that sensitive activities don’t affect primary production.

Clause iii) seeks to manage ‘new sensitive activities’. NZAAA seeks that the plan ensure that sensitive activities do not adversely affect primary production, including reverse sensitivity effects.		Allow		Amend the objective as sought

		Horticulture New Zealand		245.58		Supports a permitted activity for the use and /or storage of hazardous substances in a hazardous facility outside a sensitive environment (other than a Flood Assessment Area Overlay). Seek changes to the definition of hazardous facility to ensure that the exclusions provide for use of agrichemicals and fertilisers.		support		NZAAA seeks to ensure that the definition of hazardous facility is amended to ensure that agrichemicals and fertilisers are able to be used as a permitted activity within the ‘sensitive environments’ as defined in the Plan		Allow		Amend the definition of Hazardous Facility as previously sought 

		Federated Farmers		182.1		Supports ECO-O2		support		Objectives that seek to maintain and enhance indigenous biodiversity are appropriate		Allow		Retain the objective as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.13		Amend ECO-P3 Protection of indigenous biodiversity in sensitive areas, as follows: Protect indigenous biodiversity by providing for weed and pest control to maintain and enhance biodiversity and managing the clearance of indigenous vegetation in the following sensitive areas:		support		NZAAA supports the protection of indigenous biodiversity but the policy should provide for weed and pest control to maintain biodiversity values		Allow		Amend the policy as sought

		Horticulture New Zealand		245.56		Retain ECO-R1		support		The rule allows for the clearance of indigenous vegetation for biosecurity purposes and the removal of pest plants and animals.		Allow		Retain the rule as sought

		Horticulture New Zealand		245.9		Reconsider the approach within the GRUZ and NOISE provisions to better reflect the working rural production nature of rural areas.		support		NZAAA agrees that rural environments are working rural production areas and should not be portrayed as quiet. Noise does occur in those areas, sometimes on an intermittent basis		Allow		Reconsider as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.14		Amend the plan, to ensure that the rural zones are not described as ‘quiet’ and that noise associated with primary production activities is anticipated.		support		Noise effects being compatible with the zone is appropriate but it needs to be recognised that the rural zone is not a ‘quiet’ area		Allow		Amend the plan as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.15		Amend NOISE-O2 Reverse sensitivity as follows: The Airport, Raceway, State Highway, railway lines and the Port and activities located within commercial, mixed use and Industrial zones or primary production activities in rural zones, are not constrained by reverse sensitivity effects arising from noise sensitive activities.		support		Primary production activities in the Rural Zone should not be constrained by reverse sensitivity effects arising from noise sensitive activities.		Allow		Amend objective as sought

		Ballance
AgriNutrients
Limited		86.6		Amend as NOISE-O2 Reverse sensitivity as follows The Airport, Raceway, State Highway, railway lines and the Port and activities located within commercial, mixed use and Industrial zones or primary production activities in rural zones, are not constrained by reverse sensitivity effects arising from noise sensitive activities.		support		Primary production activities in the Rural Zone should not be constrained by reverse sensitivity effects arising from noise sensitive activities.		Allow		Amend objective as sought

		Horticulture New Zealand		245.92		Amend as NOISE-O2 Reverse sensitivity as follows The Airport, Raceway, State Highway, railway lines and the Port and activities located within commercial, mixed use and Industrial zones or primary production activities in rural zones, are not constrained by reverse sensitivity effects arising from noise sensitive activities.		support		Primary production activities in the Rural Zone should not be constrained by reverse sensitivity effects arising from noise sensitive activities.		Allow		Amend objective as sought

		Horticulture New Zealand		245.94		Add new Policy to the NOISE Chapter as follows: NOISE-PX To recognise that noise associated with primary production activities is appropriate for the working nature of the rural environment by exempting it from the noise limits. The operation of noisy equipment (in particular rural airstrips, audible bird scaring devices and frost fans) is
provided for subject to appropriate controls.		support		Noise is an intergral part of primary production that should be recognised		Allow		Add the policy as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.16		Amend the plan to ensure that the rural zones are not described as ‘quiet’, and that noise associated with primary production activities is anticipated.		support		It needs to be recognised in the description of the rural zone that it is not a ‘quiet’ area		Allow		Amend the policy as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.17		Amend NOISE-P5 Reverse sensitivity by either: 1. Removing reference to "higher noise environments" in the policy and include rural zones. OR 2. Developing a separate policy to address reverse sensitivity from noise sensitive activities in rural zones.		support		Reverse sensitivity effects are not limited to the ‘higher noise environments’ listed in the policy. Noise sensitive activitiesshould be managed in rural zones to ensure that reverse sensitivity effects on primary production is avoided.
		Allow		Amend the policy as sought

		Ballance
AgriNutrients
Limited		86.8		Amend NOISE-P5 Reverse sensitivity by either: 1. Removing reference to "higher noise environments" in the policy and include rural zones. OR 2. Developing a separate policy to address reverse sensitivity from noise sensitive activities in rural zones.		support		Reverse sensitivity effects are not limited to the ‘higher noise environments’ listed in the policy. Noise sensitive activitiesshould be managed in rural zones to ensure that reverse sensitivity effects on primary production is avoided.
		Allow		Amend the policy as sought

		Ballance AgriNutrients Limited		86.9		Retain NOISE R-1 as notified.		Support in part		NZAAA supports the exemption for aircraft using airstrips and helicopter landing sites for activities in the rural zone. An exemption to the provisions of NOISE-R1 for aircraft using airstrips and helicopter landing sites for activities in the Natural Open Space zone is important so that there is the ability to use aircraft for weed and pest control for conservation activities outside of the rural zones.		Allow		Retain the rule as sought and add an exemption to the provisions of NOISE-R1 for aircraft using airstrips and helicopter landing sites for activities in the Natural Open Space zone

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.18		Amend NOISE-R1 Activities generating noise not otherwise specified in the Rules section as follows: ADD: 10. Aircraft using airstrips and helicopter landing sites for activities in the Natural Open Space zone that complies with NOSZ- (Rule numbering to be determined)		support		NZAAA supports the exemption for aircraft using airstrips and helicopter landing sites for activities in the rural zone. An exemption to the provisions of NOISE-R1 for aircraft using airstrips and helicopter landing sites for activities in the Natural Open Space zone is important so that there is the ability to use aircraft for weed and pest control for conservation activities outside of the rural zones.		Allow		Retain the rule and add as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.19		Amend GRU-O2 Character and qualities of the General Rural Zone as follows: […]  ADD: 1. a working environment of mostly utilitarian buildings and structures where primary production and associated activities generates noise, odour, light overspill and traffic, often on a cyclic and seasonable basis; DELETE: 2. higher levels of amenity immediately around sensitive activities and zone boundaries; and		Support		The description of the rural zone is important to ensure that it adequately describes that it can be a noisy environment. Noise in the rural zone is from primary production and associated activities. Sensitive activities locating in a rural zone should not be anticipating a higher level of amenity in a working rural production environment. 		Allow		Retain the objective and amend as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.2		Amend GRUZ-O3 Protecting primary production as follows: The land resource of the General Rural Zone is not diminished by activities with no functional or operational need to locate in the General rural zone, and primary production is protected from reverse sensitivity effects and sensitive activities.		Support		recognising the importance of primary production and its long-term protection but should be clear that it is reverse sensitivity effects from sensitive activities that it is protected from.		Allow		Retain the objective and amend as sought

		Ballance AgriNutrients Limited		86.11		Amend GRUZ-O3 Protecting primary production as follows: The land resource of the General Rural Zone is not diminished by activities with no functional or operational need to locate in the General rural zone, and primary production is protected from reverse sensitivity effects and sensitive activities.		support		recognising the importance of primary production and its long-term protection but should be clear that it is reverse sensitivity effects from sensitive activities that it is protected from.		Allow		Retain the objective and amend as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.21		1. Delete GRUZ-O4 Protecting sensitive activities; OR 2. Delete and replace with a new GRUZ-O4: Sensitive activities locating in the General Rural Zone anticipate effects that are generated by primary production activities and the boundary of the rural zones are managed through setbacks.		support		GRUZ-O4 refers to ‘intensive activities’ which isn’t defined so it is unclear what it refers to. The focus should be on ensuring that sensitive activities don’t affect primary production.
		Allow		Delete or replace the objective as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.5		Add a definition of Day, as follows: A “Day” as it relates to agricultural aircraft activities; means 10.5 hours aircraft hours conducted between the beginning of civil morning twilight (MCT) and the end of civil evening twilight (ECT). NOTE. A day is defined in the Civil Aviation rules as: the hours between— (1) the beginning of morning civil twilight, which is when the centre of the rising sun’s disc is 6
degrees below the horizon; and
(2) the end of evening civil twilight, which is when the centre of the setting sun’s disc is 6 degrees
below the horizon.				The definition of a DAY as it relates to agricultural aviation activities is appropriate to be added to the definitions to support the proposed alternative wording in GRUZ-R14 and NZAAA’s proposed rule for NOSZ.		Allow		Adopt the definition as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.22		Amend GRUZ-P1 as follows: meet the standards and requirements to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on the environment; and 4. enabling a range of compatible activities that support primary production activities, including ancillary activities, and agricultural aviation.		support		Primary production activities should be enabled and agricultural aviation acknowledged as part of the rural character		Allow		Retain the policy and amend as sought

		Horticulture New Zealand		245.10(8)		Amend GRUZ-P1 as follows: meet the standards and requirements to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on the environment; and 4. enabling a range of compatible activities that support primary production activities, including ancillary activities, and agricultural aviation.		support 		Primary production activities should be enabled and agricultural aviation acknowledged as part of the rural character		Allow 		Retain the policy and amend as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.23		The rule providing for conservation activities in the General Rural Zone is supported but considers the definition of conservation activities should be amended as sought in previous submission point.		support		Providing for conservation activities in the General Rural Zone is supported but NZAAA supports seeking of the definition of conservation activities sought by the submitter previously		Allow		Retain GRUZ-P10 subject to amending the definition of Department of Conservation Activity (as per previous submission poin 53.4) as sought

		Ballance AgriNutrients Limited		86.12		Retain GRUZ-P5 as notified		support		The protection for primary production activities from reverse sensitivity effects is important		Allow		Retain the policy as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.24		Amend GRUZ-R10 as follows: Conservation activities Activity status: Permitted Where PER-1 Land, buildings and structures and equipment, machinery, vehicles and aircraft are used for:  preservation, protection, restoration, promulgation or enhancement of indigenous species or habitats of indigenous fauna; or  Weed and pest control; or		support		There should be provision for weed and pest control in conservation activities		Allow		Retain the rule and amend as sought

		Federated Farmers		182.19(9)		Amend GRUZ-R10 Conservation activities follows:  agricultural aviation conservation		support		Agricultural aviation is an important weed and pest control activity that should be provided for		Allow		Retain the rule and add as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.25		Amend GRUZ-R14 as follows: ADD: GRUZ-R14 Use of Rural airstrips and helicopter landing areas. DELETE: PER-1 The flights are for emergency purposes such as medical evacuations, search and rescue, firefighting or civil defence; or PER-2 The use is for primary production including spraying, stock management, fertiliser application or frost protection for: 1. a maximum of seven days within any three month period where the airstrip or helicopter landing site is setback between 500m-1,000m from: a. any Residential zone; and b. the notional boundary of a building containing a noise sensitive activity, not located on the site of the airstrip or helicopter land site; or 2. the airstrip or helicopter landing site is setback greater than 1,000m from:
a. any Residential zone; and b. the notional boundary of a building containing a noise sensitive activity, not located on the site of the airstrip or helicopter land site; or PER-3 Take offs or landings must not exceed 10 per month; and the airstrip or landing site is setback a minimum of 500m from:
1. any Residential zone; and 2. the notional boundary of a building containing a noise sensitive activity not located on the site of the airstrip or helicopter land site.  ADD: PER-1 Agricultural aviation activities for the purpose primary production or conservation on a seasonal, temporary or intermittent basis for a period up to 30 days in any 12 month period or 315 aircraft hours (whichever is the greater).		Support		NZAAA supports the enabling of the use of rural airstrips and helicopter landing sites for primary production purposes as a permitted activity however the proposed rule is overly complex and the proposed setbacks will be unduly restrictive which are not supported or justified by the s32 Report.

NZAAA supports an alternative rule that will be enabling.		Allow		Amend the rule as sought

		Ballance AgriNutrients Limited		86.13		Delete current GRUZ-R14 Use of airstrips and helicopter landing sites and replace with the following: GRUZ-R14 Use of airstrips and helicopter landing sites Aircraft and helicopter movements are limited to between the hours of Morning Civil Twilight and Evening Civil Twilight as defined in the Civil Aviation rules. A log detailing the time and date of all aircraft movements and helicopter movements shall be maintained and made available to the Council at its request.		Support		NZAAA supports the enabling of the use of rural airstrips and helicopter landing sites for primary production purposes		Allow		Amend the rule as sought or alternatively accept the amendment as requested by submitter 53.25

		Fire and Emergency New Zealand		131.38		Retain GRUZ-R14 as notified		Oppose in part		NZAAA supports enabling rules for emergency services but opposes rules that do not enable the use of rural airstrips and helicopter landing sites for primary production purposes. 		Disallow		Retain Per 1 of the rule and reject the rest of the decision sought

		Federated Farmers		182.20(1)		Supports NZAAA rule amendment GRUZ-R14 and addition of specfic definitions 		Support		NZAAA supports the enabling of the use of rural airstrips and helicopter landing sites for primary production purposes as a permitted activity however the proposed rule is overly complex and the proposed setbacks will be unduly restrictive which are not supported or justified by the s32 Report. NZAAA seeks an alternative rule and the inclusion of specific definitions that will be enabling.		Allow		Accept the rule amendment and addition of definitions as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.26		Amend NOSZ-P3 as follows:Enable conservation activities that are consistent with a Department of Conservation plan orstrategy for the area and do not generate significant adverse effects on the surrounding area oradjacent sites that will enhance or protect the Open Space Zone.
AND 2. Amend the definition of Department of Conservation Activity (as per previous submission point).		Support		Conservation activities are not limited to Department of Conservation activities. A new definition is sought by the submitter for conservation activities that includes the wider range of conservation activities that can be undertaken, including weed and pest control.		Allow		Amend the policy and the definition as sought

		Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd		53.27		Add a new rule to the NOSZ - Natural Open Space Zone chapter, as follows: NOSZ-RX Agricultural aviation activities Activity status: Permitted Where: PER-1 The activity is for the purpose of conservation on a seasonal, temporary or intermittent basis for a period up to 30 days in any 12 month period or 315 aircraft hours (whichever is the greater).		Support		Thye plan should provide for the use of airstrips and helicopter landing sites for conservation purposes		Allow		Add the rule as sought

		Federated Farmers		182.193		Amend GRUZ-P7 as sought: 1. Amend GRUZ-P7 Industrial activities, rural industries and other activities as follows:
Only allow rural industries and other activities (not listed in the rules) in the General Rural Zone 
where:
a. the activity
i. was legally established use not permitted in the zone; or
ii. supports and enables primary production functions; or
iii. has a functional or operational need for the activity to locate within the Zone; and
[…]
AND
2. Any consequential amendments required as a result of the relief sought.		support		NZAAA supports policies that enable primary production		Allow		Amend the policy as sought
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		Peter Bonifacio 		36 						Woolworths New Zealand Limited 		242 

		Peter Bras 		232 						Ronald Clearwater 		243 

		Peter Nixon  		139 						David and Annemeike Jeaffreson 		244 

		Peter Wallace 		6 						Horticulture New Zealand 		245 

		Philip Gray 		124 						Not allocated 		246 

		Port Blakely Limited  		94 						NZ Pork Industry Board 		247 

		Port Bryson Property Limited 		104 						White Water Properties Limited 		248 

		PrimePort Limited  		175 						Rooney Group Ltd 		249 

		Property Income Fund No.2 Limited 		56 						Leon Hillegers 		25 

		Pye Group Ltd, Dialan Dairy Ltd, Grantlea Dairy Ltd, South Park Farm Ltd, South Stream Dairy Ltd 		35 						Rooney Farms Ltd 		250 

		R & G Kellahan 		26 						Rooney Earthmoving Limited 		251 

		R P & PB Simmons Trustee Company Limited 		207 						Timaru Developments Ltd 		252 

		Rachel Smith 		9 						Roselyne Yeandle 		253 

		Radio New Zealand  		152 						Grant Coldicott 		254 

		Rangitata Dairies Limited Partnership 		44 						NZ Frost Fans Limited 		255 

		Rangitata Diversion Race Management Limited 		234 						R & G Kellahan 		26 

		Rangitata Island Dairy Ltd 		221 						Holly Renee Singline and RSM Trust Limited 		27 

		Red Sky Holdings 		233 						Robyn & Richard Hay 		28 

		Redwood Group 		228 						Tom Hargreaves 		29 

		Road Metals Company Limited 		169 						Joanne Hanifin 		3 

		Rob Gerard 		40 						Chris & Sharon Mcknight 		30 

		Robert James Weavers 		82 						Karton and Hollamby Group Ltd T/A Stonewood Homes South Canterbury Ltd 		31 

		Robert Whitham 		121 						Bruce Selbie 		32 

		Robyn & Richard Hay 		28 						Ford, Pyke, Andrews Talbot, Wilkins & Proudfoot, Craig, Mackenzie 		33 

		Rodney and Tania Coles 		76 						Greenfield, McCutcheon, Tarrant, Sullivan and Ellery 		34 

		Roger Ellis and Elizabeth Jane Buchanan and Small 		123 						Pye Group Ltd, Dialan Dairy Ltd, Grantlea Dairy Ltd, South Park Farm Ltd, South Stream Dairy Ltd 		35 

		Rolling Ridges Trust 		211 						Peter Bonifacio 		36 

		Ronald Clearwater 		243 						Bruce Eggleton 		37 

		Rooney Earthmoving Limited 		251 						G.D.M. Offices Ltd 		38 

		Rooney Farms Ltd 		250 						Ian Sinclair 		39 

		Rooney Group Ltd 		249 						EJAPS Ltd Jonathan Goslin 		4 

		Rooney Holdings Limited 		174 						Rob Gerard 		40 

		Rosa Westgarth & Jan Gibson 		227 						Maze Pastures Limited 		41 

		Roselyne Yeandle 		253 						Timaru District Council 		42 

		Royal Forest and Bird 		156 						King, Hillegers and McMillan 		43 

		Rural Contractors New Zealand Incorpoorated  		178 						Rangitata Dairies Limited Partnership 		44 

		Russell James King 		194 						John Evans 		45 

		Russell Kenneth Brodie 		125 						Keen, Oliver, Forbes et al 		46 

		Ruth Melrose 		69 						ANSTAR Limited 		47 

		Ryan De Joux 		157 						Jet Boating New Zealand 		48 

		Ryman Healthcare Limited 		226 						Ixom Operations PTY LTD 		49 

		Scott Jesen 		67 						Timaru Old Boys Sports Club 		5 

		Sid McAuley 		57 						Daniel Stack 		50 

		Silver Fern Farms  Limited  		172 						OSA Properties Ltd 		51 

		Simo Enterprises Limited 		148 						Canterbury Woodchip Supplies Ltd - BL & NJ Coleman and QA Trustees 2012 Ltd 		52 

		Simon Connolly 		136 						Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd 		53 

		Simon Pemberton 		64 						Steve Dale & Anthony Dale 		54 

		Simstra Family Trust 		216 						Alpine Energy Limited 		55 

		Smillie Family  		91 						Property Income Fund No.2 Limited 		56 

		South Canterbury Car Club Inc  		135 						Sid McAuley 		57 

		South Rangitata Reserve Inc 		206 						James Hart 		58 

		Southern Proteins Limited 		140 						Louise Aubrey 		59 

		Southern Wide Helicopters 		213 						Peter Wallace 		6 

		Spark New Zealand Trading Limited 		208 						Milward Finlay Lobb 		60 

		Station Air Ltd 		61 						Station Air Ltd 		61 

		Steve & Yanna Houwaard Sullivan 		138 						Graeme and Margaret King 		62 

		Steve Dale & Anthony Dale 		54 						Wendy and James Smith 		63 

		Steve Fraser 		12 						Simon Pemberton 		64 

		Synlait Milk Ltd  		163 						Lucinda Robertson 		65 

		Te Kotare Trust  		115 						Bruce Speirs  		66 

		Te Pukenga - New Zealand Institute of Skills and Technology trading as Ara Institute of Technology 		215 						Scott Jesen 		67 

		Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu  		185 						Ashley Shewan 		68 

		Te Tumu Paeroa, Office of the Maori Trustee 		240 						Ruth Melrose 		69 

		Terrence John O'Neill, Aileen Kathryn O'Neill,  C and F Trustees 2006 Ltd 		20 						Lifestyle Builds Ltd 		7 

		The Retirement Villages Association  of New Zealand Incorporated 		230 						Joanne Brownie 		70 

		The South Canterbury Club 		150 						Graham John & Kathleen Veronica Collins 		71 

		The Tree Council 		220 						Lee Anne Burdon 		72 

		Timaru Civic Trust 		223 						Waterton Farm Ltd  		73 

		Timaru Developments Ltd 		252 						H B 		74 

		Timaru District Council 		42 						Miriam Jowett 		75 

		Timaru District Holdings Ltd 		186 						Rodney and Tania Coles 		76 

		Timaru Oil Services Ltd  		155 						Luke Challies and Elizabeth Ireland  		77 

		Timaru Old Boys Sports Club 		5 						Christopher  Terence Templeton 		78 

		Timaru Town Centre Ratepayers Action Group 		219 						Jeremy Talbot 		79 

		Timothy Graeme Blackler 		231 						Aaron Carson 		8 

		Tom Hargreaves 		29 						Jane Bronwen Fuller 		80 

		Toni Gilbert  		133 						John Leonard Shirtcliff and Rosemary Jean Shirtcliff 		81 

		Tosh Prodanov 		117 						Robert James Weavers 		82 

		Transpower New Zealand Limited 		159 						Noel Edward Glass 		83 

		Tristram Johnson 		145 						Izaak Charles Brosnan 		84 

		Venture Timaru 		212 						John and Linda Badcock 		85 

		Vodafone New Zealand Limited 		210 						Ballance Agri-Nutrients Limited  		86 

		Waihi School Trust Board 		236 						Agnes Baekelandt 		87 

		Waipopo Huts Trust 		189 						Anna Morten 		88 

		Waitui Deer Farm Ltd 		19 						Dairy Holdings Limited  		89 

		Waka Kotahi 		143 						Rachel Smith 		9 

		Warren & Elizabeth Scott  		128 						Hermann Frank 		90 

		Warren John Bloxham  		97 						Smillie Family  		91 

		Waterton Farm Ltd  		73 						Bruce Wain Rogers 		92 

		Wendy and James Smith 		63 						Catharina Treeby 		93 

		Westgarth, Chapman, Blackler, et al. 		200 						Port Blakely Limited  		94 

		White Water Properties Limited 		248 						Darren Wayne Rae 		95 

		Willowridge Developments Ltd 		235 						Ali Bras  		96 

		Woolworths New Zealand Limited 		242 						Warren John Bloxham  		97 

		Z Energy 		116 						David John Parris  		98 

		Zolve Environmental Ltd 		164 						Glenwillow Land Co Ltd  		99 
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Timaru District Council 
2 King George Place 

Timaru 7910 
Phone: 03 687 7200 

Further Submission Form 
Clause 8 of Schedule 1, Resource Management Act 1991 

Further submissions close on Monday 18 March 2024 at 5pm 

To: Timaru District Council 

This is a further submission in support of, or in opposition to, a submission on the Proposed Timaru District 
Plan. 

1. Further Submitter Details
Full name of person making further submission: 

Organisation name and contact (if representing a 
group or organisation): 
Email: 
Telephone: 
Postal address (or alternative method of service under section 352 of the Act): 

Contact person: [name and designation, if applicable]: 

2. Eligibility to make a further submission
Only certain persons can make a further submission. Please select the option that applies. I am: 

☐ a person representing a relevant aspect of the public interest;

☐ a person who has an interest in the proposal that is greater than the interest the general public has;

☐ the local authority for the relevant area.

Please explain why you come within the category selected above: 
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3. Hearing options 

I wish to be heard in support of my further submission? ☐ Yes ☐ No 

If others make a similar further submission, I will consider presenting a joint case with them at a hearing. 

☐ Yes ☐ No 

 

4. Checklist for further submissions being made 
☐ I have filled in the table in Section 6 on the next page with details of my further submission 

☐ I have added________ Further pages/sheets that form part of my further submission. 
☐ I understand that I am responsible for serving a copy of my further submission on the original 

submitter(s) within 5 working days after it is served on Council  

 
5. Signature of further submitter  
Signature of further submitter (or person authorised to sign on their behalf)  

PLEASE NOTE - A signature is not required if you submit this form electronically. By entering your name and 
the date in the box above you are giving your authority for this application to proceed. 
 
 
 

Signature:   Date:  
 



 Resource Management Act 1991 Form 6 – Further Submission Form 
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6. Detail of Further Submission

Name of person making further submission: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Please add additional pages if there isn’t sufficient space to complete your further submission.  

This further submission is in 
relation to the original 
submission of: 
Enter the name of the 
original submitter as per the 
SoDR. 
E.g. Timaru District Council

This further 
submission is in 
relation to the 
original 
submission 
Number: 
E.g. 42.45

The particular part(s) of the original 
submission I/we support /oppose are: 

My/our position 
on the original 
submission is: 
Support or 
oppose 

The reasons for my/our support/ opposition to 
the original submission are: 

Allow or disallow the 
original submission (in 
full or in part) 

Give precise details (which can include tracked changes) of the 
decision you want the Council to make in relation to the original 
submission point 



   Resource Management Act 1991 Form 6 – Further Submission Form 
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This further submission is in 
relation to the original 
submission of: 
Enter the name of the 
original submitter as per the 
SoDR. 
E.g. Timaru District Council 

This further 
submission is in 
relation to the 
original 
submission 
Number: 
E.g. 42.45 

The particular part(s) of the original 
submission I/we support /oppose are: 

My/our position 
on the original 
submission is: 
Support or 
oppose 

The reasons for my/our support/ opposition to 
the original submission are: 

Allow or disallow the 
original submission (in 
full or in part) 

Give precise details (which can include tracked changes) of the 
decision you want the Council to make in relation to the original 
submission point 
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7. Note to person making further submission: 
 

Serve of further submission 
 

A copy of your further submission must be served on the original submitter within 5 working days after it is 
served on the Timaru District Council, you can find contact details for the original submitters within the 
Submitter Index at www.timaru.govt.nz/pdpfs. 
 
Strike out of submission 

Please note that your submission (or part of your submission) may be struck out if the authority is satisfied 
that at least 1 of the following applies to the submission (or part of the submission): 

• It is frivolous or vexatious; 
• It discloses no reasonable or relevant case; 
• It would be an abuse of the hearing process to allow the submission (or the part) to be taken 

further; 
• It contains offensive language; 
• It is supported only by material that purports to be independent expert evidence, but has been 

prepared by a person who is not independent or who does not have sufficient specialised 
knowledge or skill to give expert advice on the matter. 
 

Completion of Further Submission 

The above form is in the format and information required by Form 6 of the Resource Management (Forms, 
Fees and Procedure) Regulations 2003. Please make sure all information required in the from are provided 
to complete the further submission.  

 
Returning this form 

You can: 

• Email it to: pdp@timdc.govt.nz - Subject line: Further Submission + name of further submitter 
• Post it to: Timaru District Council, PO Box 522, Timaru, 7940 – Address to: District Plan Review Team 
• Deliver it to a Council Service Centre in Timaru, Temuka or Geraldine.  

 
Further submissions close on 18 March 2024 at 5pm.  

 

Privacy Act 2020 

Please note information on this form and the content of your submission will be made publicly available as 
part of the decision-making process. 

http://www.timaru.govt.nz/pdpfs
mailto:pdp@timdc.govt.nz


Additional template for muiltiple further submission points

This further submission is in relation 
to the original submission of:
Enter the name of the original 
submitter as per the SoDR. 
E.g. Timaru District Council

This further submission 
is in relation to the 
original submission 
Number: 
enter the unique 
submission umber as 
per the SoDR. 
E.g. 42.45

The particular parts of the original submission I/we support 
/oppose are:

My/our position 
on the original 
submission is: 
Support or 
oppose

The reasons for my/our support/ opposition to the 
original submission are:

Allow or disallow the original 
submission (in full or in part)

Give precise details (which can include tracked changes) of the decision you want the 
Council to make in relation to the original submission point

Ballance AgriNutrients Limited 86.1

Amend GRU-O2 Character and qualities of the General Rural Zone as 
follows: […]  ADD: 1. a working environment of mostly utilitarian 
buildings and structures where primary production and associated 
activities generates noise, odour, light overspill and traffic, often on 
a cyclic and seasonable basis; Support in part

The description of the rural zone is important to ensure 
that it adequately describes that it can be a noisy 
environment. Noise in the rural zone is from primary 
production and associated activities. Sensitive activities 
locating in a rural zone should not be anticipating a higher 
level of amenity in a working rural production 
environment. Allow

Retain the objective and amend as sought, and, recoginse sensitive activities locating in 
a rural zone should not be anticipating a higher level of amenity in a working rural 
production environment. 

Penny Nelson, DirectorGeneral of 
Conservation Tumuaki Ahurei 166.6

Delete the definition of Department of Conservation Activity  and 
replace with the new definition as follows:                                                
Conservation Activity Means the use of land for any activity 
undertaken for the purposes of management, maintenance and 
enhancement of ecological values for indigenous vegetation and 
fauna and their habitats. Examples of component activities of 
conservation are: • Restoration planting • Pest and weed control • 
Track construction and maintenance • Fencing. support

NZAAA agrees that there should be a wider definition for 
‘conservation activity’ Allow Delete the notified definition and add the new definition as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.11

Amend the definition of Hazardous Facility as follows:
3. Delete: "land based" and "which are not located in a drinking 
water" 8. Delete: "on site"

Support

The definition of hazardous facility is relevant to HS-R1.

The mixing and application of hazardous substances for 
pest control should not be limited to ‘the site’ as defined in 
the plan. Mixing may occur at a mixing point but 
application is on land other than ‘the site’.

Land based primary production is not defined in the Plan 
but ‘primary production’ is. Clause 3 should refer to 
‘primary production’.

Also ‘which are not located in a drinking water’
Agrichemicals should be stored in accordance with 
NZS8409:2021 to ensure that they are safely stored. Allow Allow the deletions as sought

Horticulture New Zealand 245.9

Amend the definition of Hazardous Facility as follows: 
3. Delete: "land based" and "which are not located in a drinking 
water" 8. Delete: "on site"
Add:
9. agrichemicals used, stored, and disposed of in accordance with 
NZS8409:2021 Management of Agrichemicals. Support

The definition of hazardous facility is relevant to HS-R1.

The mixing and application of hazardous substances for 
pest control should not be limited to ‘the site’ as defined in 
the plan. Mixing may occur at a mixing point but 
application is on land other than ‘the site’.

Land based primary production is not defined in the Plan 
but ‘primary production’ is. Clause 3 should refer to 
‘primary production’.

Also ‘which are not located in a drinking water’
Agrichemicals should be stored in accordance with 
NZS8409:2021 to ensure that they are safely stored. Allow Allow the deletions as sought. Allow the addition as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 Ltd 53.1 Retain the definition as notified. Support

Support the definition of improved pasture as defined in 
the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 
2020 (NPSFM 2020) Allow Retain the definition as sought

Penny Nelson, DirectorGeneral of 
Conservation Tumuaki Ahurei 166.7 Retain as notified. Support The definition is consistent with the draft NPSIB. Allow Retain the definition as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.2

Add a definition of Agricultural Aviation Activities to the PDP, as 
follows: means the intermittent operation of an aircraft from a rural 
airstrip or helicopter landing area for primary production activities, 
and; conservation activities for biosecurity, or biodiversity 
purposes; including stock management, and the application of 
fertiliser, agrichemicals, or vertebrate toxic agents (VTA’s). For 
clarity, aircraft includes fixed-wing aeroplanes, helicopters, and 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV’s). Support

Provides clarity to avoid future confusion with general 
aviation activities Allow Adopt the definition as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.3

Add a definition of Aircraft (as defined by the RMA) to the PDP, as 
follows: means any machine that can derive support in the 
atmosphere from the reactions of the air otherwise than by the 
reactions of the air against the surface of the earth. Support

Including the definition of aircraft as defined by the RMA 
to future proofs the Plan as technology develops Allow Adopt the definition as sought

Tony Michelle (NZ Agricultural Aviation Association)



Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.4

Add a definition of Conservation activity to the PDP, as follows: 
means the use of land or buildings for any activity undertaken for 
the purposes of protecting and/or enhancing the natural, historic 
and/or ecological values of a natural or historic resource. It includes 
ancillary activities which assist to enhance the public’s appreciation 
and recreational enjoyment of the resource, including weed and 
pest control and the intermittent use of aircraft for conservation 
purposes. Support

A definition of Conservation activity which reflects a 
broader range of conservation activities than the definition 
of “DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION ACTIVITY” is more 
appropriate. Allow Adopt the definition as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.6

Add a definition of Helicopter Landing Area to the PDP, as follows: 
means any area of land, building, or structure intended or designed 
to be used, whether wholly or partly, for helicopter movement or 
servicing. Support Provides clarity to avoid confusion Allow Adopt the definition as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.7

Add a definition of Rural airstrip to the PDP, as follows: means any 
defined area of land intended or designed to be used, whether 
wholly or partly, for the landing, departure, movement, or servicing 
of aircraft in the rural area Support

Provides clarity to avoid confusion with other general 
aviation activities Allow Adopt the definition as sought

Ballance AgriNutrients Limited 86.1

Add a new definition: Agricultural aviation activities: means the 
intermittent operation of an aircraft from a rural airstrip or 
helicopter landing area for primary production activities, and; 
conservation activities for biosecurity, or biodiversity purposes; 
including stock management, and the application of fertiliser, 
agrichemicals, or vertebrate toxic agents (VTA’s). For clarity, aircraft 
includes fixed-wing aeroplanes, helicopters, and unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAV’s). Support

Provides clarity to avoid future confusion with general 
aviation activities Allow Adopt the definition as sought

Ballance AgriNutrients Limited 86.2

Add a new definition: Day [in relation to agricultural aviation]: A 
“Day” as it relates to agricultural aircraft activities; means 10.5 
hours aircraft hours conducted between the beginning of morning 
civil twilight (MCT) and the end of evening civil twilight (ECT). NOTE. 
A day is defined in the Civil Aviation rules as: the hours between— 
(1) the beginning of morning civil twilight, which is when the centre 
of the rising sun’s disc is 6 degrees below the horizon; and (2) the 
end of evening civil twilight, which is when the centre of the setting 
sun’s disc is 6 degrees below the horizon. Support

The definition of a DAY as it relates to agricultural aviation 
activities is appropriate to be added to the definitions to 
support the proposed alternative wording in GRUZ-R14 
and NZAAA’s proposed rule for NOSZ. Allow Adopt the definition as sought

Ballance AgriNutrients Limited 86.3

Add a new definition: Rural airstrip: Rural airstrip; means any 
defined area of land intended or designed to be used, whether 
wholly or partly, for the landing, departure, movement, or servicing 
of aircraft in the rural area. Support

Provides clarity to avoid confusion with other general 
aviation activities Allow Adopt the definition as sought

Horticulture New Zealand 245.34

Add a new definition to the PDP as follows: Rural airstrip: means 
any defined area of land intended or designed to be used, whether 
wholly or partly, for the landing, departure, movement, or servicing 
of aircraft in the rural area. Support

Provides clarity to avoid confusion with other general 
aviation activities Allow Adopt the definition as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.8 Retain the definition of Primary production as notified. Support Consistent with the NPS definition Allow Retain the definition as sought
Horticulture New Zealand 245.19 Retain the definition of Primary production as notified. Support Consistent with the NPS definition Allow Retain the definition as sought

Federated Farmers 182.29 Retain the SD-O2 as notified support
NZAAA supports strategies that recognise, protect and 
enhance indigenous vegetation and native flora and fauna Allow Retain the objective as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.12

    Amend SD-O9 Rural Areas as follows: DELETE "primarily"  REPLACE 
with "primary". Delete "ii. managing the adverse effects of 
intensive activities on sensitive activities; " Delete: "iii. managing 
the adverse effects of new sensitive activities on primary 
production;"  Add: "ensuring that sensitive activities do not 
adversely affect primary production, including reverse sensitivity 
effects;" support

NZAAA supports strategies that enable primary production, 
protect versatile soils, and manage reverse sensitivities.

However clause ii) refers to ‘intensive activities’ which isn’t 
defined so it is unclear what it refers to. The focus should 
be on ensuring that sensitive activities don’t affect primary 
production.

Clause iii) seeks to manage ‘new sensitive activities’. 
NZAAA seeks that the plan ensure that sensitive activities 
do not adversely affect primary production, including 
reverse sensitivity effects. Allow Amend the objective as sought

Horticulture New Zealand 245.58

Supports a permitted activity for the use and /or storage of 
hazardous substances in a hazardous facility outside a sensitive 
environment (other than a Flood Assessment Area Overlay). Seek 
changes to the definition of hazardous facility to ensure that the 
exclusions provide for use of agrichemicals and fertilisers. support

NZAAA seeks to ensure that the definition of hazardous 
facility is amended to ensure that agrichemicals and 
fertilisers are able to be used as a permitted activity within 
the ‘sensitive environments’ as defined in the Plan Allow Amend the definition of Hazardous Facility as previously sought 

Federated Farmers 182.1 Supports ECO-O2 support
Objectives that seek to maintain and enhance indigenous 
biodiversity are appropriate Allow Retain the objective as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.13

Amend ECO-P3 Protection of indigenous biodiversity in sensitive 
areas, as follows: Protect indigenous biodiversity by providing for 
weed and pest control to maintain and enhance biodiversity and 
managing the clearance of indigenous vegetation in the following 
sensitive areas: support

NZAAA supports the protection of indigenous biodiversity 
but the policy should provide for weed and pest control to 
maintain biodiversity values Allow Amend the policy as sought



Horticulture New Zealand 245.56 Retain ECO-R1 support

The rule allows for the clearance of indigenous vegetation 
for biosecurity purposes and the removal of pest plants 
and animals. Allow Retain the rule as sought

Horticulture New Zealand 245.9
Reconsider the approach within the GRUZ and NOISE provisions to 
better reflect the working rural production nature of rural areas. support

NZAAA agrees that rural environments are working rural 
production areas and should not be portrayed as quiet. 
Noise does occur in those areas, sometimes on an 
intermittent basis Allow Reconsider as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.14

Amend the plan, to ensure that the rural zones are not described as 
‘quiet’ and that noise associated with primary production activities is 
anticipated. support

Noise effects being compatible with the zone is 
appropriate but it needs to be recognised that the rural 
zone is not a ‘quiet’ area Allow Amend the plan as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.15

Amend NOISE-O2 Reverse sensitivity as follows: The Airport, 
Raceway, State Highway, railway lines and the Port and activities 
located within commercial, mixed use and Industrial zones or 
primary production activities in rural zones, are not constrained by 
reverse sensitivity effects arising from noise sensitive activities. support

Primary production activities in the Rural Zone should not 
be constrained by reverse sensitivity effects arising from 
noise sensitive activities. Allow Amend objective as sought

Ballance
AgriNutrients
Limited 86.6

Amend as NOISE-O2 Reverse sensitivity as follows The Airport, 
Raceway, State Highway, railway lines and the Port and activities 
located within commercial, mixed use and Industrial zones or 
primary production activities in rural zones, are not constrained by 
reverse sensitivity effects arising from noise sensitive activities. support

Primary production activities in the Rural Zone should not 
be constrained by reverse sensitivity effects arising from 
noise sensitive activities. Allow Amend objective as sought

Horticulture New Zealand 245.92

Amend as NOISE-O2 Reverse sensitivity as follows The Airport, 
Raceway, State Highway, railway lines and the Port and activities 
located within commercial, mixed use and Industrial zones or 
primary production activities in rural zones, are not constrained by 
reverse sensitivity effects arising from noise sensitive activities. support

Primary production activities in the Rural Zone should not 
be constrained by reverse sensitivity effects arising from 
noise sensitive activities. Allow Amend objective as sought

Horticulture New Zealand 245.94

Add new Policy to the NOISE Chapter as follows: NOISE-PX To 
recognise that noise associated with primary production activities is 
appropriate for the working nature of the rural environment by 
exempting it from the noise limits. The operation of noisy 
equipment (in particular rural airstrips, audible bird scaring devices 
and frost fans) is
provided for subject to appropriate controls. support

Noise is an intergral part of primary production that should 
be recognised Allow Add the policy as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.16

Amend the plan to ensure that the rural zones are not described as 
‘quiet’, and that noise associated with primary production activities 
is anticipated. support

It needs to be recognised in the description of the rural 
zone that it is not a ‘quiet’ area Allow Amend the policy as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.17

Amend NOISE-P5 Reverse sensitivity by either: 1. Removing 
reference to "higher noise environments"  in the policy and include 
rural zones. OR 2. Developing a separate policy to address reverse 
sensitivity from noise sensitive activities in rural zones. support

Reverse sensitivity effects are not limited to the ‘higher 
noise environments’ listed in the policy. Noise sensitive 
activitiesshould be managed in rural zones to ensure that 
reverse sensitivity effects on primary production is 
avoided.

Allow Amend the policy as sought

Ballance
AgriNutrients
Limited 86.8

Amend NOISE-P5 Reverse sensitivity by either: 1. Removing 
reference to "higher noise environments" in the policy and include 
rural zones. OR 2. Developing a separate policy to address reverse 
sensitivity from noise sensitive activities in rural zones. support

Reverse sensitivity effects are not limited to the ‘higher 
noise environments’ listed in the policy. Noise sensitive 
activitiesshould be managed in rural zones to ensure that 
reverse sensitivity effects on primary production is 
avoided.

Allow Amend the policy as sought

Ballance AgriNutrients Limited 86.9 Retain NOISE R-1 as notified. Support in part

NZAAA supports the exemption for aircraft using airstrips 
and helicopter landing sites for activities in the rural zone. 
An exemption to the provisions of NOISE-R1 for aircraft 
using airstrips and helicopter landing sites for activities in 
the Natural Open Space zone is important so that there is 
the ability to use aircraft for weed and pest control for 
conservation activities outside of the rural zones. Allow

Retain the rule as sought and add an exemption to the provisions of NOISE-R1 for 
aircraft using airstrips and helicopter landing sites for activities in the Natural Open 
Space zone

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.18

Amend NOISE-R1 Activities generating noise not otherwise specified 
in the Rules section as follows: ADD: 10. Aircraft using airstrips and 
helicopter landing sites for activities in the Natural Open Space zone 
that complies with NOSZ- (Rule numbering to be determined) support

NZAAA supports the exemption for aircraft using airstrips 
and helicopter landing sites for activities in the rural zone. 
An exemption to the provisions of NOISE-R1 for aircraft 
using airstrips and helicopter landing sites for activities in 
the Natural Open Space zone is important so that there is 
the ability to use aircraft for weed and pest control for 
conservation activities outside of the rural zones. Allow Retain the rule and add as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.19

Amend GRU-O2 Character and qualities of the General Rural Zone as 
follows: […]  ADD: 1. a working environment of mostly utilitarian 
buildings and structures where primary production and associated 
activities generates noise, odour, light overspill and traffic, often on 
a cyclic and seasonable basis; DELETE: 2. higher levels of amenity 
immediately around sensitive activities and zone boundaries; and Support

The description of the rural zone is important to ensure 
that it adequately describes that it can be a noisy 
environment. Noise in the rural zone is from primary 
production and associated activities. Sensitive activities 
locating in a rural zone should not be anticipating a higher 
level of amenity in a working rural production 
environment. Allow Retain the objective and amend as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.2

Amend GRUZ-O3 Protecting primary production as follows: The land 
resource of the General Rural Zone is not diminished by activities 
with no functional or operational need to locate in the General rural 
zone, and primary production is protected from reverse sensitivity 
effects and sensitive activities. Support

recognising the importance of primary production and its 
long-term protection but should be clear that it is reverse 
sensitivity effects from sensitive activities that it is 
protected from. Allow Retain the objective and amend as sought



Ballance AgriNutrients Limited 86.11

Amend GRUZ-O3 Protecting primary production as follows: The land 
resource of the General Rural Zone is not diminished by activities 
with no functional or operational need to locate in the General rural 
zone, and primary production is protected from reverse sensitivity 
effects and sensitive activities. support

recognising the importance of primary production and its 
long-term protection but should be clear that it is reverse 
sensitivity effects from sensitive activities that it is 
protected from. Allow Retain the objective and amend as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.21

1. Delete GRUZ-O4 Protecting sensitive activities; OR 2. Delete and 
replace with a new GRUZ-O4: Sensitive activities locating in the 
General Rural Zone anticipate effects that are generated by primary 
production activities and the boundary of the rural zones are 
managed through setbacks. support

GRUZ-O4 refers to ‘intensive activities’ which isn’t defined 
so it is unclear what it refers to. The focus should be on 
ensuring that sensitive activities don’t affect primary 
production.

Allow Delete or replace the objective as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.5

Add a definition of Day, as follows: A “Day” as it relates to 
agricultural aircraft activities; means 10.5 hours aircraft hours 
conducted between the beginning of civil morning twilight (MCT) 
and the end of civil evening twilight (ECT). NOTE. A day is defined in 
the Civil Aviation rules as: the hours between— (1) the beginning of 
morning civil twilight, which is when the centre of the rising sun’s 
disc is 6
degrees below the horizon; and
(2) the end of evening civil twilight, which is when the centre of the 
setting sun’s disc is 6 degrees
below the horizon.

The definition of a DAY as it relates to agricultural aviation 
activities is appropriate to be added to the definitions to 
support the proposed alternative wording in GRUZ-R14 
and NZAAA’s proposed rule for NOSZ. Allow Adopt the definition as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.22

Amend GRUZ-P1 as follows: meet the standards and requirements to 
avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on the environment; and 
4. enabling a range of compatible activities that support primary 
production activities, including ancillary activities, and agricultural 
aviation. support

Primary production activities should be enabled and 
agricultural aviation acknowledged as part of the rural 
character Allow Retain the policy and amend as sought

Horticulture New Zealand 245.10(8)

Amend GRUZ-P1 as follows: meet the standards and requirements to 
avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on the environment; and 
4. enabling a range of compatible activities that support primary 
production activities, including ancillary activities, and agricultural 
aviation. support 

Primary production activities should be enabled and 
agricultural aviation acknowledged as part of the rural 
character Allow Retain the policy and amend as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.23

The rule providing for conservation activities in the General Rural 
Zone is supported but considers the definition of conservation 
activities should be amended as sought in previous submission point. support

Providing for conservation activities in the General Rural 
Zone is supported but NZAAA supports seeking of the 
definition of conservation activities sought by the 
submitter previously Allow

Retain GRUZ-P10 subject to amending the definition of Department of Conservation 
Activity (as per previous submission poin 53.4) as sought

Ballance AgriNutrients Limited 86.12 Retain GRUZ-P5 as notified support
The protection for primary production activities from 
reverse sensitivity effects is important Allow Retain the policy as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.24

Amend GRUZ-R10 as follows: Conservation activities Activity status: 
Permitted Where PER-1 Land, buildings and structures and 
equipment, machinery, vehicles and aircraft are used for: � 
preservation, protection, restoration, promulgation or enhancement 
of indigenous species or habitats of indigenous fauna ; or � Weed and 
pest control; or support

There should be provision for weed and pest control in 
conservation activities Allow Retain the rule and amend as sought

Federated Farmers 182.19(9)
Amend GRUZ-R10 Conservation activities follows: � agricultural 
aviation conservation support

Agricultural aviation is an important weed and pest control 
activity that should be provided for Allow Retain the rule and add as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.25

Amend GRUZ-R14 as follows: ADD: GRUZ-R14 Use of Rural airstrips 
and helicopter landing areas. DELETE: PER-1 The flights are for 
emergency purposes such as medical evacuations, search and 
rescue, firefighting or civil defence; or PER-2 The use is for primary 
production including spraying, stock management, fertiliser 
application or frost protection for: 1. a maximum of seven days 
within any three month period where the airstrip or helicopter 
landing site is setback between 500m-1,000m from: a. any 
Residential zone; and b. the notional boundary of a building 
containing a noise sensitive activity, not located on the site of the 
airstrip or helicopter land site; or 2. the airstrip or helicopter 
landing site is setback greater than 1,000m from:
a. any Residential zone; and b. the notional boundary of a building 
containing a noise sensitive activity, not located on the site of the 
airstrip or helicopter land site; or PER-3 Take offs or landings must 
not exceed 10 per month; and the airstrip or landing site is setback 
a minimum of 500m from:
1. any Residential zone; and 2. the notional boundary of a building 
containing a noise sensitive activity not located on the site of the 
airstrip or helicopter land site.   ADD: PER-1 Agricultural aviation 
activities for the purpose primary production or conservation on a 
seasonal, temporary or intermittent basis for a period up to 30 days 
in any 12 month period or 315 aircraft hours (whichever is the 
greater). Support

NZAAA supports the enabling of the use of rural airstrips 
and helicopter landing sites for primary production 
purposes as a permitted activity however the proposed 
rule is overly complex and the proposed setbacks will be 
unduly restrictive which are not supported or justified by 
the s32 Report.

NZAAA supports an alternative rule that will be enabling. Allow Amend the rule as sought



Ballance AgriNutrients Limited 86.13

Delete current GRUZ-R14 Use of airstrips and helicopter landing 
sites  and replace with the following: GRUZ-R14 Use of airstrips and 
helicopter landing sites Aircraft and helicopter movements are 
limited to between the hours of Morning Civil Twilight and Evening 
Civil Twilight as defined in the Civil Aviation rules. A log detailing 
the time and date of all aircraft movements and helicopter 
movements shall be maintained and made available to the Council 
at its request. Support

NZAAA supports the enabling of the use of rural airstrips 
and helicopter landing sites for primary production 
purposes Allow

Amend the rule as sought or alternatively accept the amendment as requested by 
submitter 53.25

Fire and Emergency New Zealand 131.38 Retain GRUZ-R14 as notified Oppose in part

NZAAA supports enabling rules for emergency services but 
opposes rules that do not enable the use of rural airstrips 
and helicopter landing sites for primary production 
purposes. Disallow Retain Per 1 of the rule and reject the rest of the decision sought

Federated Farmers 182.20(1)
Supports NZAAA rule amendment GRUZ-R14 and addition of specfic 
definitions Support

NZAAA supports the enabling of the use of rural airstrips 
and helicopter landing sites for primary production 
purposes as a permitted activity however the proposed 
rule is overly complex and the proposed setbacks will be 
unduly restrictive which are not supported or justified by 
the s32 Report. NZAAA seeks an alternative rule and the 
inclusion of specific definitions that will be enabling. Allow Accept the rule amendment and addition of definitions as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.26

Amend NOSZ-P3 as follows:Enable conservation activities that are 
consistent with a Department of Conservation plan orstrategy for 
the area and do not generate significant adverse effects on the 
surrounding area oradjacent sites that will enhance or protect the 
Open Space Zone.
AND 2. Amend the definition of Department of Conservation 
Activity (as per previous submission point). Support

Conservation activities are not limited to Department of 
Conservation activities. A new definition is sought by the 
submitter for conservation activities that includes the 
wider range of conservation activities that can be 
undertaken, including weed and pest control. Allow Amend the policy and the definition as sought

Helicopters South Canterbury 2015 
Ltd 53.27

Add a new rule to the NOSZ - Natural Open Space Zone chapter, as 
follows: NOSZ-RX Agricultural aviation activities Activity status: 
Permitted Where: PER-1 The activity is for the purpose of 
conservation on a seasonal, temporary or intermittent basis for a 
period up to 30 days in any 12 month period or 315 aircraft hours 
(whichever is the greater). Support

Thye plan should provide for the use of airstrips and 
helicopter landing sites for conservation purposes Allow Add the rule as sought

Federated Farmers 182.193

Amend GRUZ-P7 as sought: 1. Amend GRUZ-P7 Industrial activities, 
rural industries and other activities as follows:
Only allow rural industries and other activities (not listed in the rules) 
in the General Rural Zone 
where:
a. the activity
i. was legally established use not permitted in the zone; or
ii. supports and enables primary production functions; or
iii. has a functional or operational need for the activity to locate 
within the Zone; and
[…]
AND
2. Any consequential amendments required as a result of the relief 
sought. support NZAAA supports policies that enable primary production Allow Amend the policy as sought
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